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Notable Headlines

TRG is hiring for Spring 2022 Graduate Fellows!
Vaccine rule gives businesses cover
 Strategic Direction for Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certification (CMMC) Program
 October COVID-19 troop deaths stay at record highs
 AM General gunning hard for JLTV
 National Reconnaissance Office wants satellite imagery from commercial providers
 ISIS Foreign Fighter Surge Possible in Afghanistan
 How would filling the Medicaid “coverage gap” affect hospital finances?
For the hot sauce lovers: How Tabasco Sauce Fought in Every American Conflict Since World War
II


Budget & Appropriations
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Folks, It's Time For Votes (POLITICO PRO)
House lawmakers will return to the chamber bright and early today to make yet another attempt at
passing the bipartisan infrastructure bill and Democrats’ climate and social spending package, even
as the Senate has already left town for its mid-November recess.
The planned Friday votes come after Pelosi and her leadership team spent a chaotic Thursday
hustling to narrow the number of holdouts on the sweeping bill. Democrats made progress in three
key areas: They reached a deal on repealing a Trump-era limit on state and local tax deductions,
resolved concerns on immigration reform and convinced moderates to back a slightly altered drug
pricing deal.
But Democratic leaders are still facing resistance from centrists who’ve raised procedural concerns,
such as the lack of cost analysis, with the push for a vote on the sprawling social policy package this
week. Pelosi circulated a letter Thursday night that included budgetary details from White House staff,
but several Democrats say they want the details from Congress's independent scorekeepers, not a
partisan office.
The Democratic whip effort intensified throughout the day, with arm-twisting on the House floor and
both members of Biden’s cabinet and the president himself making calls as top Democrats scrambled
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to get their members on board with the massive bill.
"Things are starting to move in the right direction,” said House Democratic Caucus Chair Hakeem
Jeffries (D-N.Y.) earlier Thursday, before the vote was delayed. “Everybody understands this has to
happen."
But several centrists, who huddled to discuss the budgetary score later in the day, privately said they
still needed more information before a floor vote on the social policy measure.
It’s not just the budgetary score: Many centrists have also refused to vote for a bill that won’t pass the
Senate, where the nonpartisan rules arbiter will have to vet the immigration language in the Housepassed bill. In addition, Sen. Joe Manchin (D-W.Va.) has opposed the inclusion of paid leave
provisions.

Aerospace & Defense
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Playing on the edges of empire: Special Operations Forces face uncertain future (Military Times)
A laboratory with real stakes. That’s what a former commander of one of the Army’s top-tier special
operations units called Afghanistan. It was a place, over two decades of war, where a generation of
special operations units honed their skills carrying out missions ranging from kill-or-capture raids to
training Afghan soldiers. With the war in Afghanistan officially over, the U.S. military — especially the
special operations community — sees an uncertain future. “We learned a lot of stuff [in Afghanistan],”
says the former Army commander, who spoke under condition of anonymity because he still serves in
the military. “We’ve used the lab to hone the tools, but you’re going to pay a penalty. There will be a
dividend that we’ll get back in terms of pressure on the force. There is a cost to being constantly
deployed. There is also the cost of not being directly engaged in the job you signed up to do all the
time.”

China Likely to Have ‘At Least’ 1,000 Nukes by 2030, Pentagon Estimates

Navy Fires Commander, Other Leaders of Damaged Submarine (Defense One)
The captain and two other leaders of the USS Connecticut were relieved for “loss of confidence” after
the submarine hit an underwater mountain in the South China Sea, the Navy announced Thursday. A
command investigation into the Oct. 2 incident found that the Seawolf-class nuclear attack submarine
grounded on an uncharted seamount while operating in international waters, U.S. 7th Fleet said
Monday. 7th Fleet commander Vice Adm. Karl Thomas reviewed the investigation and on Thursday
relieved Cmdr. Cameron Aljilani, the commanding officer; Lt. Cmdr. Patrick Cashin, the executive
officer; and Master Chief Sonar Technician Cory Rodgers, Chief of the Boat, 7th Fleet said in a
Thursday statement. “Thomas determined sound judgement, prudent decision-making and adherence
to required procedures in navigation planning, watch team execution and risk management could
have prevented the incident,” the statement said. Submarine Force, U.S. Pacific Fleet, is leading the
safety investigation into the incident, a Navy spokeswoman said Thursday.

Quantum Sensor Breakthrough Paves Way For GPS-Free Navigation

Marine Corps will use AI to revamp recruiting and retention models (Defense News)
The U.S. Marine Corps needs a different kind of Marine to succeed in a future fight: older and more
cognitively mature, cross-trained to juggle a variety of roles and missions, tech-savvy. And the service
plans to cultivate a corps full of these types of warriors with the help of artificial intelligence and data
analytics tools. Commandant of the Marine Corps Gen. David Berger released a Talent Management
2030 report Wednesday that outlines new ideas on staffing the service to better meet the needs of the
next decade. “Our ability to fight and win on future battlefields demands a personnel system that can
recruit, develop, and retain a corps of Marines that is more intelligent, physically fit, cognitively
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mature, and experienced,” the report says. “We need a system that can identify each Marine’s talents,
help them develop those talents into skills and aptitudes, and assign them to billets and duties where
they can apply their strengths to best support their unit’s mission.” “Without fundamental change to
our personnel system, executed at speed, we risk undermining the larger goals of Force Design
2030,” it adds.

Advanced Technologies

This Robotic Combat Vehicle Will Use Artificial Intelligence to Save Soldiers (National Interest)
The Army is planning to arm the new ten-ton Robotic Combat Vehicle-Medium (RCV-M) with thirtymillimeter chain gun cannons, anti-tank missiles and remotely operated guns. This will enable it to
conduct direct-attack missions so that soldiers won’t have to be in the line of enemy fire. Army and
defense industry officials have stated that humans will continue to make decisions about the use of
lethal force. However, this does not restrict them from pushing the envelope of autonomy and
potentially enabling unmanned systems to process greater volumes of information and perform a
wider range of functions without needing human intervention. “We are looking at using unmanned
vehicles to expand the network and expand the line-of-sight so we can push these robots out as far as
possible, so soldiers do not have to do that,” Maj. Gen. Ross Coffman, the director of the NextGeneration Combat Vehicle Cross-Functional Team for Army Futures Command, told reporters at the
2021 Association of the United States Army Annual Symposium.
NATO ups the ante on disruptive tech, artificial intelligence (C4ISRNET)
NATO has officially kicked off two new efforts meant to help the alliance invest in critical nextgeneration technologies and avoid capability gaps between its member nations. For months, officials
have set the ground stage to launch a new Defense Innovator Accelerator — nicknamed DIANA —
and establish an innovation fund to support private companies developing dual-use technologies.
Both of those measures were formally agreed upon during NATO’s meeting of defense ministers last
month in Brussels, said Secretary-General Jens Stoltenberg. Allies signed the agreement to establish
the NATO Innovation Fund and launch DIANA on Oct. 22, the final day of the two-day conference,
Stoltenberg said in a media briefing that day. He expects the fund to invest €1 billion (U.S. $1.16
billion) into companies and academic partners working on emerging and disruptive
technologies. “New technologies are reshaping our world and our security,” Stoltenberg said. “NATO’s
new innovation fund will ensure allies do not miss out on the latest technology and capabilities that will
be critical to our security.”
State Department offers $10 million for information on cybercriminal group DarkSide (Axios)
The State Department is offering up to $10 million for information regarding the identification or
location of senior members of DarkSide, a global cybercrime organization. Why it matters: DarkSide is
responsible for a ransomware attack that shut down the Colonial Pipeline in May and led to fuel
shortages in multiple states. The big picture: The State Department is also offering a reward of up to
$5 million for information leading to the arrest or conviction in any country of any person attempting to
participate in a DarkSide ransomware incident.
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Military Installations & Communities

No Relief in Sight for Military Family Moves Snarled by Pandemic (Military.com)
The pandemic delays and worker shortages that have ratcheted up the misery of military family
moves, already an arduous process before the chaos of the past two years, likely won't be going
away anytime soon, despite a new contract worth up to $20 billion awarded Thursday by U.S.
Transportation Command to HomeSafe Alliance LLC of Houston, Texas, aimed at improving the
troubled system. Families could again see delays for moving out and days or weeks longer without
their belongings when they arrive at new homes during next summer's peak moving season as the
U.S. moving industry girds for continued labor shortages. "This is not going to improve for 2022," said
Katie McMichael, director of the Moving and Storage Conference at American Trucking Associations,
which represents the industry. "We need to start thinking of solutions now for how we make 2022 go
better, with the understanding that we're still going to have these capacity constraints."

Tyndall ‘the base of the future’ will be more resilient than ever

Soldiers return to Fort Polk after completing missions in Afghanistan, Kuwait, and Qatar (NBC)
It was a special, early morning in Fort Polk as soldiers returned home around 1 a.m. on November 4
after completing missions in three different countries overseas. Around 300 soldiers from the 3rd
Brigade 10th Mountain Division are now back in the U.S. after their deployment. Of course, they were
greeted with open arms by their family members and friends who stayed up late to welcome them
back. The soldiers shared after being away for so long that it was nice to see those familiar
faces. “Yea it feels great, we just got home. It feels great to be back with the wife,” Captain Trevor
Schecher said. “Great to have the team reunited and most importantly get back to training.” While in
Afghanistan, Qatar, and Kuwait, some soldiers saw combat, while others treated wounded Americans
and civilians and supported refugees.

Hampton Roads launches maritime workforce, economic initiatives

DoD Rolls Out Pediatric COVID-19 Vaccine to Military Hospitals (Military.com)
The Defense Department began shipping pediatric doses of the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine
to military health facilities Tuesday, shortly after the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
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endorsed the shots for children ages 5 to 11. Defense Health Agency spokesman Peter Graves said
Thursday that multiple sites in 15 states have received the vaccine and the agency
anticipates "continued deliveries throughout the rest of the week." The DoD on Wednesday authorized
military treatment facilities and other defense immunization sites to begin offering the vaccine. The
move followed an emergency use authorization issued by the Food and Drug Administration on Oct.
29 and a recommendation Tuesday from the CDC that children be vaccinated against the illness.
Millions of doses have been packaged and shipped across the country already, with the children's
vaccination program expected to be completely up and running next week, said Dr. Anthony Fauci,
director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases.

Homeland Security

DHS Selects Northeastern University to Lead Center of Excellence for Engineering Secure
Environments from Targeted Attacks (Homeland Security Today)
The U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Science and Technology Directorate (S&T)
announced the selection of Northeastern University to lead a consortium of U.S. academic institutions
and other partners for a new Center of Excellence for Engineering Secure Environments from
Targeted Attacks (ESE). S&T will provide ESE with a $3.6 million grant for its first operating year of a
ten-year grant period. “Researching and developing science and technology solutions to combat
emerging threats is a top priority for DHS, and I am looking forward to continuing this important work
in partnership with Northeastern University,” said Secretary Alejandro N. Mayorkas. “The new Center
of Excellence will provide improved access to high-quality, university-led research and education
resources for the Department and the broader homeland security enterprise, while at the same time
training our Nation’s next generation of homeland security leaders.” Each Center of Excellence is led
by a U.S. college or university in partnership with other academic institutions, industry, National
Laboratories, and other Federally Funded Research and Development Centers. Additionally, Centers
of Excellence partner with other federal agencies; state, local, and tribal governments; non-profits;
and first responder organizations.

Facebook kills its facial recognition system, citing 'societal concerns,' uncertain rules
from regulators

White House preps order to clarify top cyber roles in federal government (CyberScoop)
The Biden administration is working on an executive order that spells out the responsibilities of myriad
top cybersecurity officials in the federal government, National Cyber Director Chris Inglis said
Wednesday. Specifically, the idea would be to solidify the position of his office, only established by
law in January, Inglis told the House Homeland Security Committee. “The statute has gone a long
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way, and the policies that we have described, have gone a a further distance in describing the what
the roles and responsibilities are of the various layers in this space,” Inglis told the panel. “We are in
discussion within the White House about when and how to effect an executive order that would bring
additional clarity to these roles and responsibilities.”

Homeland Security official: Jan. 6 changed how we handle online intelligence

CISA tells agencies to fix hundreds of software flaws, prep for future vulnerabilities (CyberScoop)
The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency is ordering federal agencies to patch nearly 300
known, exploited vulnerabilities in a directive published Wednesday. It’s a change from past practice
for Binding Operational Directives from the Department of Homeland Security’s main cyber wing. The
orders have focused more frequently on one major vulnerability at a time, or have directed agencies
to set up broader policies addressing subjects like establishing vulnerability disclosure programs. As
rationale, the agency pointed to issues in Microsoft Exchange technology that suspected Chinese
hackers seized upon to target victims worldwide in early 2021. Under the order, agencies must patch
vulnerabilities from a CISA-created catalog by dates that range from two weeks for flaws observed
this year to six months for those prior. Further, agencies must build a process for fixing such
vulnerabilities on an ongoing basis in the future.

Transportation & Infrastructure

The US Department of Energy Is Investing $199 Million To Clean Up Transportation Sector
(Environmental Leader)
The U.S. government’s Department of Energy announced Tuesday that it will be funding sustainable
vehicle initiatives to the tune of $199 million. The money will be divided among 25 projects aimed at
developing cleaner trucks, cars, and transportation infrastructure such as electric vehicle charging
stations. More than half of the award will go to trucks under the DOE’s SuperTruck 3 program, whose
aim is to improve medium- and heavy-duty truck efficiencies and reduce emissions of freight
transportation. The SuperTruck initiative began in 2009 with the goal of improving heavy-duty truck
freight efficiency by 50%. SuperTruck 2 sought to double fuel efficiency for 18-wheeler trucks.
SuperTruck 3 will split $127 million between five heavy vehicle manufacturers working on fuel efficient
and zero emissions technology in the commercial transport sector.
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION CAN SAVE THE WORLD — IF WE LET IT (The Verge)
With government budgets strained as a result of the pandemic, experts worry that transit could be on
the chopping block based on the historical reasoning that fewer riders means fewer dollars will be
needed. That could create something called a “death spiral” — a cycle of terrible service leading to
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even fewer riders, leading to even more terrible service, and so on. There’s more at stake than good
buses and trains. The recent report from the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change confirms that a hotter, wetter, more inhospitable future is all but certain. The transportation
sector is responsible for nearly a third of greenhouse gases, most of which come from tailpipe
emissions. High-quality mass transit can do a lot to fight climate change, but only if people are willing
to use it. Cleaner air, a cooler Earth, more vibrant and diverse cities — these are the things that
reliable public transportation can give us. The question is not whether public transportation can
survive Covid; it’s whether we can survive without public transportation.
Ailing U.S. Roads Would Get Relief in Bill Unleashing Federal Aid (Bloomberg)
Crumbling U.S. roads and bridges stand to get a boost from legislation in Congress allowing states
and local governments to spend pandemic relief aid on a broader array of infrastructure projects. A bill
with bipartisan support in the House of Representatives would allow municipalities to spend unused
federal funds on areas like highways and bridges. Such legislation passed the Senate unanimously
last month. By one lobbying group’s estimate, it could unleash tens of billions of dollars of spending
just on the county level. Representative Carolyn Bourdeaux, a Democrat from Georgia, said in an
interview that some localities still have relief money to spend and would like to make a “down
payment” on infrastructure work.

Biotechnology & Healthcare

Report: Thwarting the Digital Epidemic: Protecting America’s Healthcare from
Ransomware Attacks

Democrats circulate a new drug pricing outline with a big carveout for small biotechs (STAT)
WASHINGTON — A proposed version of drug pricing legislation circulating among Capitol Hill aides
and lobbyists includes an expansive carveout for small biotechnology companies and significantly
waters down a provision to let Medicare negotiate drug prices, according to a draft obtained by STAT.
The new compromise would only allow the health secretary to negotiate the price of drugs that are
manufactured by a single company that have outlasted their initial exclusivity periods granted by the
Food and Drug Administration. The number of negotiation-eligible drugs would be small, too: 10
medicines beginning in 2025, with a gradual increase to 30 by 2028. Insulin products would also be
eligible. The draft also includes a number of generous protections for small biotechnology companies,
a $2,000 cap on out-of-pocket costs for seniors, and a system of mandatory discounts on drugs
whose prices rise faster than the rate of inflation.
Cell therapy biotech PlateletBio reels in $75M as it looks ahead to first clinical test (MedCityNews)
PlateletBio, a company developing a new class of cell therapies based on the biology of platelets, has
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raised $75 million to advance its drug pipeline, including a lead candidate for a rare bleeding disorder
on track to reach the clinic next year. Platelets are components of blood best known for their role
forming clots that stop bleeding. But Watertown, Massachusetts-based PlateletBio notes that platelets
have other properties, including a role delivering growth factors and proteins throughout the body.
PlateletBio is developing therapies that take advantage of these properties, but rather than using
platelets from a patient or healthy donors, the startup makes them. In the body, platelets are formed in
bone marrow. PlateletBio produces its platelet-like cells, or PLCs, inside a bioreactor that mimics
bone marrow conditions. The source material for its PLCs are stem cells, which have the ability to
become almost any cell or tissue in the body.
Efforts to Increase Marketplace Enrollment During Open Enrollment Could Boost Medicaid Coverage,
Too (Kaiser Family Foundation)
As the ninth open enrollment period for the Health Insurance Marketplaces begins, enhanced
Marketplace premium help along with increased funding for outreach and enrollment assistance mean
there are more affordable coverage options for the millions of people who remain uninsured and more
help available to connect those individuals to coverage. During the open enrollment period, which
runs from November 1 through January 15 in the federal Marketplace (in states that operate their own
Marketplaces, 9 have the same dates, 7 extend open enrollment to January 23 or 31, and 2 shorten it
to December 15), advertising and outreach campaigns encourage new consumers to apply for
Marketplace coverage and existing consumers to renew their coverage. Importantly, efforts to
facilitate enrollment in the ACA Marketplaces will also identify low-income individuals who are eligible
for Medicaid. In 2020, there were 27 million non-elderly uninsured people, and a majority were eligible
for financial assistance through the ACA Marketplaces or Medicaid.

Climate & Development

Vulnerable nations send SOS as climate targets slip out of reach (WaPo)
Underneath the chorus of new climate commitments and calls for collaboration that have echoed
through the first week of the COP26 conference in Glasgow, a hum of anxiety can be heard. The tens
of thousands of diplomats, scientists, technocrats and activists at the summit know the cruel math of
climate change by heart. They recognize that the Earth has already warmed more than 1.1 degrees
Celsius (2 degrees Fahrenheit) since the start of the Industrial Revolution. They’re aware that if
temperatures rise just a few fractions of a degree further, the planet could see species vanish, sea
levels surge and natural disasters intensify to unheard of extremes. Developing nations need five to
10 times more funding to cope with escalating damage, the report found. By the middle of the century,
these countries’ adaptation needs could reach $500 billion per year. Yet wealthy nations have fallen
behind on their pledge to provide low-income counterparts with $100 billion per year to cope with
climate impacts and transition to clean energy. And the vast majority of funds they’ve given have
focused on cutting emissions, rather than helping people harmed by the crises that are already
underway.
Over 40 Countries Pledge at U.N. Climate Summit to End Use of Coal Power (NYT)
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More than 40 countries pledged to phase out coal, the dirtiest fossil fuel, in a deal announced
Thursday at the United Nations climate summit that prompted Alok Sharma, the head of the
conference, to proclaim “the end of coal is in sight.” But several of the biggest coal consumers were
notably absent from the accord, including China and India, which together burn roughly two-thirds of
the world’s coal, as well as Australia, the world’s 11th-biggest user of coal and a major exporter. The
United States, which still generates about one-fifth of its electricity from coal, also did not sign the
pledge. The new pact includes 23 countries that for the first time have promised to stop building and
issuing permits for new coal plants at home and to eventually shift away from using the fuel. Among
them are five of the world’s top 20 power-generating countries: Poland, Indonesia, South Korea,
Vietnam and Ukraine.
Earth has 11 years to cut emissions to avoid dire climate scenarios, a report says (NPR)
The current rate of greenhouse gas pollution is so high that Earth has about 11 years to rein in
emissions if countries want to avoid the worst damage from climate change in the future, a new study
concludes. Despite dipping in 2020 because of the global pandemic, greenhouse gas emissions are
on track to return to pre-pandemic levels, according to the annual Global Carbon Budget report. The
findings, currently under review before publication, underscore that the urgency of cutting emissions is
even greater than previously thought if the world is to avoid a rise in average global temperatures that
is greater than 1.5 degrees Celsius (2.7 degrees Fahrenheit) above preindustrial levels. That was the
goal set by the 2015 Paris climate agreement and pursued by countries currently gathered for a major
United Nations climate summit in Glasgow, Scotland. The Global Carbon Budget is compiled with
input from dozens of researchers around the world. It monitors the amount of carbon dioxide (CO2)
that humans put out and how much room is left for such emissions to stay within the 1.5 C limit.
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